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ABSTRACT

Although it has been argued that the Hittite chariot forces at the Battle of Kadesh utilized thrusting-spears while fighting, there is very little evidence to confirm this. The pictorial record demonstrates that this interpretation derives from a set of scenes depicting just one event. Such assertions neglect to consider the depictions of Ramesses II’s predecessor, Sety I, engaged with Hittite forces using archery equipment from a chariot, and also pass over Hittite textual records focusing on the same subject. This short paper thus employs both these sources and an examination of the mechanical implications of using thrusting-spears from chariots to reconsider traditional interpretations.

Depictions of the chariory at the Battle of Kadesh display the Hittite chariots operating with a charioteer or driver and two additional occupants (‘chariot-warriors’); in some depictions of these Hittite chariots, one of the chariot-warriors holds a spear-like weapon. Thus, some scholars of New Kingdom battle tactics propose that the Hittites deployed their chariots in a completely different manner to that of the Egyptians (a charioteer accompanied by an archer), by primarily deploying their chariots as ‘shock vehicles’ to engage infantry or enemy chariots in the field. This study will reconsider the evidence on which such assertions are based utilizing artistic depictions, archaeological data and mechanical constraints that indicate that the use of ‘thrusting-spear’ from a back of a chariot is unsound.

Supporters of the Hittite ‘shock vehicle’ theory often rely heavily on the scenes of the Battle of Kadesh to validate their claim. However, such interpretations often ignore an earlier depiction of a military engagement by Ramesses II’s father, Sety I. Located on the bottom register of the northern exterior wall of the Hypostyle Hall at Karnak (west side of the doorway), the scene depicts Sety I engaging a Hittite chariory force that employs archery equipment. Not a single spear is shown in the hands of a Hittite chariot-warrior. It could be argued that there was a change in armaments of Hittite chariory during the 15 years from Sety I’s engagement to the Battle of Kadesh, but proponents of the ‘shock vehicle’ theory have either neglected to mention this earlier artistic scene or failed to explain why the Hittites’ spear-tactics would have been viewed as tactically more efficient than archery by the time of Ramesses II’s accession. With regard to the artistic scenes of the Battle of Kadesh, the depictions of the Hittite chariot forces are shown in the act of fleeing Ramesses II’s onslaught and the majority of the Hittite chariot-warriors are not armed with any weapons at all. Conceivably this was an artistic attempt to suggest that the Hittite forces were powerless to stand against the force of the Egyptian king. Beal, a Hittitologist, has additionally noted that most of the textual records from the Hittite New Kingdom do not detail a direct association of Hittite chariory associated with either long-lances or thrusting-spear. The records do, however, demonstrate that the Hittite chariory had a direct relationship with projectile weaponry, those being javelins and archery equipment. Therefore, at least based on the Hittite textual evidence, the use of thrusting spears over projectile weaponry cannot be substantiated.

To these representational and textual arguments, one can add the analysis of Littauer & Crouwel that has conclusively demonstrated that the use of a thrusting-spear from the back of a chariot would have been physically impossible. In their article, Littauer & Crouwel demonstrate that a 3 meter (10 ft) lance could not have functioned from the back of a chariot given the wide track of New Kingdom chariots (averaging 1.7 meters). In pharaonic Egypt, such long lances are not attested in the archaeological record. The only secured examples of a thrusting spear’s dimensions come from the Nubian fortress of Mirgissa. The 11 spearheads of the armoury at Mirgissa have large flint
points that date to the 13th Dynasty, averaging 20 cm long by 3.17 wide with short tongs measuring 15. – 2 cm long. These examples are very thin at 5.2 mm and have a gradual shoulder that would not have interfered with the rapping and retraction for multiple strikes. A spearhead from Buhen exhibits a similar shape and overall dimensions (Figure 1). The shafts of these weapons did not escape degradation. Fortunately, the thrusting spears found in Room H were deposited in moist loam soil that preserved an impression of the overall shaft’s dimensions. The diameter of the shaft was 2.8 – 3.2 cm thick and its length would have been 166 cm. This, when the blast point was added would have been 180 cm in total length. The weight of the thrusting spear would have been 1500 – 2000 grams, roughly five times the weight of a javelin. 

Figure 1: Spearhead found at Buhen. Comparable in dimensions and overall shape to the Mirgissa spearheads, 22.4 X 5.4 cm (BM EA65771)

Although this material does come from a time prior to the New Kingdom, Vila’s analysis of the spears from the Mirgissa armory demonstrates a direct correlation to the dimensions of New Kingdom spears not only in size but also in their overall shape as well. A spearhead from the 19th Dynasty measures 17.6 cm long and another example from the 18th Dynasty measures 24 cm long X 3.4 cm at its widest point. In addition, New Kingdom forked spear butts from the Petrie Museum demonstrate that the diameter of the shaft socket is 1.9 – 2.4 cm, comparable with the shaft’s diameter from the armory at Mirgissa. Spearheads from Boghazkoy exhibit similar spearhead socket proportions (2.1 – 2.2 cm) and overall dimensions (14.1 – 16.3 X 2.22 – 4 cm). We should assume, based on the current evidence that thrusting-spear employed by the Hittites and the Egyptians during the New Kingdom were of comparable dimensions. From these examples, we can apply Littauer & Crouwel’s analysis to demonstrate that the range of a thrusting-spear would have been extremely truncated if used from the back of a chariot (Figure 2). It must be concluded that if such a deployment method was utilized by the Hittite chariots it would have endangered the vehicles to become disabled as the chariot’s nave would have to get extremely close to the intended target.

The physical forces involved in using a thrusting-spear from the back of a chariot must also be considered to evaluate the Hittite ‘shock vehicle’ theory. The impact force applied upon the spear-wielder would have been substantial. Utilizing Spalinger’s suggestion that the average speed of a New Kingdom chariot was 20 – 25 kmph, a rough calculation of the impact force can be attempted. If our spear-wielder was 160 lbs. (72.6 kgs.) and was travelling in a chariot at a conservative 20 kmph this would have resulted in 326 lbs. (148 kgs.) of impact force. At a higher rate of speed, 30 kmph, the resulting force would have been 489 lbs. (222 kgs.). Surely the impact force of the collision would have caused the spear-wielder to lose footing in the chariot-car. Additionally, one has to consider that the lateral stresses on a 2.8 – 3.2 cm thick spear shaft would have caused the shaft to buckle and break, rendering the weapon unsuitable for continual use. Therefore, the

Figure 2: Schematic drawing displaying the physical constraints on using spear-like weapons from the car of the chariot (altered after Littauer & Crouwel 1983, Fig.1)
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tactical efficiency of using a spear from the back of a chariot cannot be substantiated based on the physical mechanics involved.

The use of chariotry during the New Kingdom was widespread throughout the eastern Mediterranean and it appears that each culture deployed such units in a similar manner. The use of archery equipment could inflict numerous injuries without a high risk of disabling the vehicle. As we have seen, the idea that the Hittite military would have deployed chariots in a different manner from other groups in the ancient Near East is untenable. In addition to the representational evidence for this ‘shock vehicle’ deployment being very sparse we must also consider that the Hittite textual records indicate that there was a strong association of chariots with projectile weaponry. Further, the physical dimensions and the mechanics involved in striking an opponent from a moving vehicle demonstrate conclusively that this theory should be rejected as a plausible deployment method. Therefore, it appears that Drews’ and Schulman’s assertion, that this ‘third man’ depicted in the Hittite chariots at the Battle of Kadesh is actually an infantry chariot-runner (armed with a javelin and not a thrusting spear), is not only warranted but appears to be the only possible explanation.1
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